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Abstract
In this paper, we give a construction of an amorphous association scheme from a pseudo-cyclic symmetric association
scheme. This construction is a generalization of the construction of strongly regular graphs due to Mathon. As an example
we give an isomorphism of two amorphous association scheme derived from two cyclotomic schemes.
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1. Introduction
Mathon and Hollmann (see [4]) constructed strongly regular graphs with Latin square type parameters from the direct
product of 3-class pseudo-cyclic symmetric association schemes of order 28 and 496, respectively. Gol’fand, Ivanov and
Klin [6] introduced the concept of amorphous association schemes which can be regarded as a source of constructing
strongly regular graphs with Latin square type parameters. If we observe that the direct product of 3-class pseudo-cyclic
symmetric association schemes has an amorphous fusion scheme, then we see that these strongly regular graphs are
constructed by combining some relations of the amorphous association scheme.
In this paper, as a generalization of this construction, we give a construction of an amorphous association scheme which
is a fusion scheme of the direct product of pseudo-cyclic association schemes of an arbitrary number of classes. As an
example, our construction gives two amorphous association schemes derived from two cyclotomic schemes, one of which
is deAned on Fq and another of which is deAned on Fq2 , and we give an isomorphism of these amorphous schemes.
2. Terminologies
Let X = (X; {Ri}06i6d) be a symmetric association scheme. For i∈{0; : : : ; d}, let Ai be the adjacency matrix of the
relation Ri and E0 := |X |−1J; E1; : : : ; Ed be the primitive idempotents of the Bose–Mesner algebra of X. Then the matrix
P = (pj(i))06i; j6d deAned by
(A0 A1 · · · Ad) = (E0 E1 · · · Ed)P
is called the $rst eigenmatrix of X. The positive integers ki=pi(0) and mi=rank Ei (i∈{0; : : : ; d}) are called the valencies
and the multiplicities, respectively. We say that X is pseudo-cyclic if there exists a positive integer m satisfying mi = m
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for any i∈{1; : : : ; d}. It is well-known that the following orthogonality relations hold [2, p. 63]: for all i; j∈{0; 1; : : : ; d}.
The Arst orthogonal relation
d∑
=0
1
k
p(i)p(j) =
|X |
mi
ij:
The second orthogonal relation
d∑
=0
mpi()pj() = |X |kiij :
For a partition 0 := {0}; 1; : : : ; d′ of {0; : : : ; d}, let Rt :=
⋃
k∈t Rk . If X
′ = (X; {Rt}06t6d′) forms an association
scheme, then we call X′ a fusion scheme of X. If any such partiton 0; 1; : : : ; d′ of {0; 1; : : : ; d} forms a fusion scheme
of X, then we say that X is amorphous. We use the Bannai–Muzichuk criterion for fusion schemes (see [1, p. 170;
5, p. 45; 9]):
Bannai–Muzichuk criterion: Let P be the Arst eigenmatrix of a symmetric association scheme (X; {Ri}06i6d). Let 0 :=
{0}; 1; : : : ; d′ be a partition of the index set {0; : : : ; d}. Then {t}06t6d′ gives rise to a fusion scheme (X; {Rt}06t6d′) if
and only if there exists a partition 0 := {0}; 1; : : : ; d′ of {0; : : : ; d} such that each (s; t) block of the Arst eigenmatrix
P has a constant row sum. Moreover, the constant row sum of the (s; t) block is the (s; t) entry of the Arst eigenmatrix
of the fusion scheme.
The direct product of X is (X × X; {R(i; j)}06i; j6d) where
R(i; j) := {((x; x′); (y; y′)) | (x; y)∈Ri; (x′; y′)∈Rj}:
Then the Arst eigenmatrix of (X × X; {R(i; j)}06i; j6d) is P ⊗ P indexed by {(i; j) | 06 i; j6d} and each (i; j)th column
corresponds to the relation R(i; j).
Let q be a prime power, d a divisor of q−1 and a a primitive element of the Anite Aeld Fq of order q. DeAne relations
R0; R1; : : : ; Rd by
R0 := {(x; x) | x∈Fq}
Ri := {(x; y) | x; y∈Fq; x − y∈ 〈ad〉ai−1} (16 i6d):
Then the pair C(q; d) := (Fq; {Ri}06i6d) forms a commutative association scheme called the cyclotomic association scheme.
If q is even or (q− 1)=d is even, then C(q; d) is symmetric.
3. Main result
Mathon [8] proved that any 3-class pseudo-cyclic association scheme X= (X; {Ri}06i63) has the following Arst eigen-
matrix:

1 k k k
1 1 2 3
1 3 1 2
1 2 3 1

 :
On the direct product of X, three unions of relations
3⋃
i=1
R(i; i);
3⋃
i=1
(R(i; i) ∪ R(i;0));
3⋃
i=1
(R(i; i) ∪ R(i;0) ∪ R(0; i))
form strongly regular graphs with Latin square type parameters
((3k + 1)2; 3k2; 2k + 1;−k);
((3k + 1)2; 3k(k + 1); 2k;−k − 1);
((3k + 1)2; 3k(k − 2); 2k − 1;−k − 2);
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respectively. Mathon and Hollmann constructed strongly graphs from 3-class pseudo-cyclic association schemes of order
28 and 496, respectively (see [4, p. 97].) Indeed, the direct product of X has an amorphous fusion scheme whose
relations are
R(0;0);
3⋃
i=1
R(i;0);
3⋃
i=1
R(0; i);
3⋃
i=1
R(i; i); R(1;2) ∪ R(2;3) ∪ R(3;1) and R(2;1) ∪ R(3;2) ∪ R(1;3):
The above three strongly regular graphs are constructed by combining some of these relations. In general, the following
holds.
Theorem 3.1. Let X= (X; {Ri}06i6d) be a symmetric association scheme whose $rst eigenmatrix is
P =


1 k · · · k
1
...
d∑
i=1
iC
i−1
d
1


(1)
for some 1; 2; : : : ; d, where Cd is the d× d matrix:
Cd :=


1
. . .
1
1


:
Then the direct product of X has an amorphous fusion scheme (X×X; {Rt}06t6d+2) where 0 := {(0; 0)}, for t=1; : : : ; d,
t := {(i; j) | 16 i; j6d; j − i ≡ t − 1 (mod d)} (t ∈{1; : : : ; d});
d+1 := {(0; j) | 16 j6d}, and d+2 := {(i; 0) | 16 i6d}.
Proof. By the second orthogonality relation
(m0; m1; : : : ; md)P = (dk + 1; 0; : : : ; 0):
Hence m0 = 1 and mi = k for any i = 0, that is, X is pseudo-cyclic. Let i = i for i∈{0; 1; : : : ; d + 2}. By the Arst
orthogonality relation
d∑
=1
p(i)p(j) =
(dk + 1)k
mi
ij − k: (2)
Suppose that t = 0; d+ 1; d+ 2. Then by equality (2),
∑
(i′ ; j′)∈t
pi′(i)pj′(j) =
{
dk2 if (i; j)∈0;
−k if (i; j)∈d+1 ∪ d+2:
For j∈{1; : : : ; d}, let t(j)∈{1; : : : ; d} such that t(j) ≡ 1− t + j (mod d). Then
t = t = {(t(j); j) | 16 j6d}: (3)
From assumption (1) on the Arst eigenmatrix, for (i′; j′)∈t and j∈{1; : : : ; d}, pj′(j) = pi′(t(j)). It follows from the
equalities (2) and (3) that for i; j∈{1; : : : ; d},∑
(i′ ; j′)∈t
pi′(i)pj′(j) =
d∑
i′=1
pi′(i)pi′(t(j)) =
{
dk + 1− k if (i; j)∈t;
−k otherwise:
By the Arst orthogonality relation, for t = d+ 1 or d+ 2,∑
(i′ ; j′)∈t
pi′(i)pj′(j) =
{
dk if (i; j)∈0 ∪ t;
−1 otherwise:
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Therefore, by Bannai–Muzichuk criterion, the pair (X × X; {Rt}06t6d+2) forms a symmetric association scheme whose
Arst eigenmatrix is

1 dk2 · · · dk2 dk dk
1 −1 −1
... (dk + 1)Id − kJd
...
...
1 −1 −1
1 −k · · · −k dk −1
1 −k · · · −k −1 dk


:
By Bannai–Muzichuk criterion, the association scheme (X × X; {Rt}06t6d+2) is amorphous.
Remark. This amorphous association scheme belongs to Lk; :::; k;1;1(dk + 1) (k appears d times in the indices), according
to the notation of [7].
4. Cyclotomic association schemes on Fq and Fq2
One of the standard examples of pseudo-cyclic association schemes is a cyclotomic association scheme [3]. In this
section, we apply Theorem 3.1 to a cyclotomic association scheme C(q; d) and prove that the derived amorphous association
scheme is isomorphic to a fusion scheme of another cyclotomic association scheme C(q2; q + 1). Let a be a primitive
element of Fq. For the cyclotomic association scheme C(q; d) where q or (q−1)=d is even, the Arst eigenmatrix of C(q; d)
has the form (1) where k = (q− 1)=d.
By Theorem 3.1, the direct product of C(q; d) has an amorphous fusion scheme X = (Fq × Fq; {Rt}06t6d+2). For
(i; j)∈t , if ((x; x′); (y; y′))∈R(i; j), then x − y = adm+i ; x′ − y′ = adn+j for some integers m and n. Hence
x′ − y′ = ad(n−m)aj−i(x − y)∈ 〈ad〉at−1 (x − y):
Conversely, suppose that two distinct pairs (x; x′) and (y; y′) satisfy x′ − y′ ∈ 〈ad〉at−1(x − y) and let i; j∈{1; : : : ; d} be
such that x−y∈ 〈ad〉ai and i−j ≡ t−1 (mod d). Then (i; j)∈t , (x; y)∈Ri and (x′; y′)∈Rj , hence ((x; x′); (y; y′))∈Rt .
It follows that
Rt = {((x; x′); (y; y′)) | (x; x′) = (y; y′); x′ − y′ ∈ 〈ad〉at−1(x − y)}; (t = 1; : : : ; d):
It is clear that
Rd+1 = {((x; x′); (x; y′)) | x′ = y′};
Rd+2 = {((x; x′); (y; x′)) | x = y}:
Let  be a primitive element of Fq2 . Then the relations of the cyclotomic association scheme C(q
2; q + 1) are
Si := {("; #) | "; #∈Fq2 ; "− #∈F×q  i−1}
for i = 1; : : : ; q + 1, and the diagonal relation S0. The Arst eigenmatrix of C(q2; q + 1) is

1 q− 1 · · · q− 1
1
... qIq+1 − Jq+1
1


:
By Bannai–Muzichuk criterion, C(q2; q + 1) is amorphous.
Theorem 4.1. C(q2; q + 1) has a fusion scheme isomorphic to X.
Proof. For t = 1; : : : ; d, let
$t := {i∈{1; : : : ; q + 1} |  i−1 ∈F×q ( + adl+t) for some integer l};
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and let $d+1={1} and $d+2={2}. Then $1; $2; : : : ; $d+2 is a partition of {1; 2; : : : ; q+1}. For pairs (x; x′); (y; y′)∈Fq×Fq
and for t ∈{1; : : : ; d},
((x; x′); (y; y′))∈Rt
⇔ x′ − y′ = adl+t(x − y) for some integer l:
⇔ (x + x′)− (y + y′)∈F×q ( + adl+t) for some integer l:
⇔ (x + x′)− (y + y′)∈F×q  i−1 for some i∈$t:
⇔ (x + x′; y + y′)∈ S$t :
Moreover,
((x; x′); (y; y′))∈Rd+1 ⇔ (x + x′; y + y′)∈ S$d+1 ;
((x; x′); (y; y′))∈Rd+2 ⇔ (x + x′; y + y′)∈ S$d+2 :
It follows that the bijection (x; x′) → x + x′ is an isomorphism between X and the fusion scheme (Fq2 ; {S$t}06t6d+2) of
C(q2; q + 1).
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